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Projects on this portfolio
taught me :
- work as a team,
- think outside the box,
- share what I love.
and explore the world
through architecture and fun.
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( Starting point ) Iʼm approving my degree in architecture
at Vallès School of Architecture (UPC ETSAV).

At Vallès because I known this school since 2016 when I was doing here the
Master program in Sustainable Intervention in the Built Environment
(MISMeC). I chose this Master program because once I had a huge distrust in my
professional ﬁeld and I wanted to ﬁnd reasons to keep doing what I was doing. I
could travel anywhere but I chose Barcelona, because I already had an
opportunity to live and work here a year after ﬁnishing my studies and it was when I
fell in love with this city with its neighborhoods and friendly environment and people
from all over the world. I lived and worked here for one year not only because I
always wanted to go receive experience outside of my country (just traveling its not
enough), but also because in Spanish, speaking it since I was 6 years old, I felt
more freedom to express myself. I was ﬂuent in Spanish because in Moscow where I
am from, the nearest school was with the specialization in Spanish-language and
beside normal school program we had clases of Spanish literature and history of the
Spanish-spoken world so I already was familiar with this culture.
And well we have these schools because on the one hand during the civil war in
Spain the relations of the Spanish with the Soviet Union strengthened a lot. On the
other hand, in general we always had friendship with the peoples of Latin America
and a lot of exchange.

I had distrust and what Iʼm doing because I alway wanted to do the best of me but
then I realized that is not enough and transformed it in «Is the best what I can do?»
Iʼm decided to be an architect because since I remember myself I always was
transforming and adopting everything around me …
… and so on …
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You could inﬁnitely keep looking for the coincidences that led you to the place where you are
now. But the most important thing is not to look for reasons but to take advantage of the
possibilities you have and explore the world because there is not another big adventure for you.
You have only one opportunity to live your live as you want and as you feel it.
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Find your Team
| alma mater projects |
01 small Agglomerationt
teamwork with

Gregoriy Feﬁlov
Elizaveta Foraponova
Nikita Kuchinskiy
Ekaterina Oranskaya
Alina Orozova
Nona Parsadanyan
Veronika Prodonova
Ksenia Polyanina
Yulia Shikhova

02 U-City

ater
m
a
m
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alma mater projects | SMALL AGGLOMERATION
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01 small
Agglomeration
Teamwork

Students team-project with a main task : an
analysis of the territory, search of its potential
and its realization by forming agglomeration.
Initially has been analyzed only the territory of the Ryazan Region, situated
on the Central Russian region, but after analysis of the isochrons scheme
of transport accessibility, it became clear that Kolomna (Moscow Region)
after the optimization of the transport network, may be included in the
Ryazan agglomeration as one of the major centers of gravity.
The analysis of land use patterns, infrastructure and investment helped to
deﬁne sectors of agglomeration activity : mining industry, innovation,
agriculture, logistics, education, shipbuilding and ﬁshing. The traditional for
Ryazan Region (ﬁshery, agriculture, shipbuilding) branches are based on
existing major industries (MiG Corp. in Lukhovitsy, Kolomna Carriage
plant), and are formed close to large mineral deposits.
Cities are united in the conurbations according to specializations which in
their turn form three zones : industrial-science-education (Kolomna Shilovo), agricultural (Zaraysk - Ryazan gardens ) and industrial-innovation
(Mihaylovo - Lesnoye).

La formación de aglomeració
Riazán - Kolo

Despues de analisis de los planes del us
la tierra, las inversiónes y la infraestruc
The fueron
system of regional
logistics centers
is forming
in the borderland. The
elegidos
los
ciudades-claves
d
largest center is located on the Trans-Siberian Railway and itʼs one of the
Según
el proyecto,
mostaglomeración.
important in the logistics networks
of federal
signiﬁcance. Here, ello
according to the project proposal, the Trans-Siberian Railway intersects
fundan en la base del campo tradicion
with the site. Looping the third rail ring, what allows the agglomeration not
only actividad,
quickly and eﬀectively
communicate
with Central Federal
District grand
but
de
las industrias
mas
also optimizes the internal structure. Itʼs also brings the external transit
de territories,
los depósitos
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while the centralde
ones minerales
supply with
production domestic markets.
ciudades-claves de aglomeración se ju
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02 U-City
The creation of a U-City is a continuation of the
previous project, formed on the basis of the
necessary characteristics identiﬁed earlier.
| Industrial-science-education conurbation (Kolomna - Shilovo) |
U-City is located in the Moscow region and occupies an important place in
the scientiﬁc - educational zone of Ryazan-Kolomna agglomeration,

Lukhovitsky conurbation. Here is the largest campus in the metropolitan
area of 12 thousand students. One of the largest Russian Aviation
Industry Corporation - MiG is 5 km from the new town. A 15 km - Kolomna

Carriage Works. Also, according to the general concept in another new
city - Dedinovo, located shipbuilding industry.
All of these businesses require highly skilled employees. The integration of
science into production is important nowadays. Therefore it is planned to
transfer the Kolomna plant sturgeon on a minor branch of the railway Luhovitsy-Zaraysk and deploy a testing facility for rail transport. Then the
testing facility for wheeled traﬃc is unique and there are only a few in the
world. It might be a good ﬁnancial component for the development of the
campus, the city and metropolitan conurbation.
U-City is formed along the road of regional value-Luhovitsy Gorodna based
on 6 villages. Existing population is expected to increase from 1.3
thousand to 9 million people in the largest of the settlements - Matyra,
placed the cultural and historical center. The administrative center is
located in front of the administrative and commercial complex on campus.

The actual border of the campus passes along the green zone, how ether
the visual border is the main complex of the campus. The Complex is
located on the bank of the existing water reservoir and includes a Museum
and exhibition halls for permanent and temporary exhibitions with
conference rooms, lecture halls, media library and the main building of the
Campus Administration. Nearby is also located housing for temporary
employees.
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alma mater projects | U-CITY
| portfolio
| Valeria Kuznetsova

ESQUEMA CONCEPTUAL DE CIUDAD

La conurbación de Lukhovitsy: C
- campus de la Universitad de In

Ciudad de 20 mil habitantes se funda e
históricas. Al lado ya se encuentran gran
según el proyecto aqui se organiza la ind
los centros de test-drive y en otro ciuda
ESQUEMA
DE ESPACIOS
VACÍOS
construcción
naval. Por
eso es mejor cit
EMPTY
SPACES
- CITY
el campus
de la Universitad
ESQUEMA
DE ESPACIOS
VACÍOS de Ingen

La conurbación
ESPACIOS
VACÍOS de Lukhovitsy: Ciudad de Osiotr

- campus de la Universitad de Ingenieros de Transporte

Ciudad de 20 mil habitantes se funda en la base de 6 aldeas, dos de las cuales son
históricas. Al lado ya se encuentran grandes fábricas de aeronaves y de trenes, ademas
según el proyecto aqui se organiza la industria de vehículos sobre carriles y ruedas con
los centros de test-drive y en otro ciudad de la misma conurbacióne - la industrias de
construcción
naval. Por eso
mejor citio para aplicar
la ciencia en la industria
ESQUEMA
CONCEPTUAL
DEes
CIUDAD
ETAPAS
2020 y fundar
CONCEPTIONAL
MODEL OF THE
CITY
URBANIZED
SPACES - CITY
el campus de la Universitad de Ingenieros de Transporte para 10 mil estudiantes.
ESQUEMA DE ESPACIOS URBANIZADOS

ESQUEMA DE ESPACIOS URBANIZADOS

PHASES
ETAPAS

2020

ESPACIOS URBANIZADOS
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2035

2050
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2035
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ngenieros de Transporte

en la base de 6 aldeas, dos de las cuales son
ndes fábricas de aeronaves y de trenes, ademas
dustria de vehículos sobre carriles y ruedas con
ad de la misma conurbacióne - la industrias de
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EMPTY
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nieros MArhI
de Transporte
mil estudiantes.
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2050

MArhI | Región de Riazán, R
proyecto del diploma de especiali
parte II_ind

Complejo principal de ca

Se encuentra en las orillas del
El complejo incluye: museo y sal
exposiciones permanentes y temp
biblioteca y salas de conferencia
edificio principal de la administrac
alojamiento personal de los profe

proyecto del diploma de especialización
parte II_individual

Complejo principal de campus
Se encuentra en las orillas del lago.
El complejo incluye: museo y salas de
exposiciones permanentes y temporales,
biblioteca y salas de conferencias, el
edificio principal
de la administración
y
2035
2050
URBANIZED
SPACES - CAMPUS
alojamiento personal de los profecores.

CAMPUS
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Explore outside the box
| sustainability |
03 Environment / urbanization
04 ﬂexible layout
teamwork with
Vanessa Colchado Espinoza
Maria de los Angeles Cuenca Rosillo
Paola Jarrín García

05 CUBE-house

| workshops |
06 FOOD in the City
teamwork with
Paula Cladera Pocoví
Arturo Faubla Toala

07 REvised history
teamwork with
Anastasiya Denisova
Marina Kirillina
Iliya Kalashnikov
Kseniya Polyanina

Nairobi National Park, Kenya
Source: internet http://mambo.hypotheses.org/446, unknown author
(image is processed by the author of this work in a graphic editor)

sustainability | ENVIRONMENT / URBANIZATION

03 Environment/
urbanization

| The impact of the building sector
on biodiversity |
According to the report "Global change Spain 2020ʼs : the challenge is to
act: report 0", published by the CONAMA Foundation (National Congress
of the Environment) in 2008, due to the process of "bad
development" (abuse and degradation of the planet) we are currently
going through for Global Change, a crisis of not only environmental
dimensions, "but also socioeconomic and ethical, that aﬀects all of
Humanity and that aﬀects, especially, the least favored." In this work I
would like to deﬁne the value of urbanization and its impact.
This brief investigation is based on the comparison of the following
speciﬁc documents :
- On the one hand, threats to biodiversity are analyzed, as a more
important indicator of the condition of the environment. This analysis is
carried out through the Living Planet Report.
- On the other hand, data on development trends in the building sector are
taken into account, produced for the “World Sustainable Building 2014“
Congress in Barcelona and published in the report Building a common
home: Building sector. A Global vision report (Building a common home:
building sector: Global Vision report).
This work aims to cross the data from the two reports mentioned above in
order to approximate the impact until 2050.
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sustainability | FLEXIBLE LAYOUT

04 ﬂexible layout
Teamwork

ESTRATÉGIAS

RE-USAR

CAN-SERRA_92

Detección de las debilidades

DEMANDA

Carmen

Carmen

Carmen

Carmen

1970

1980
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2017

+

Ocupación de los pisos
Anuari Estadístic de la ciutat de L'Hospitalet 2015
Pisos

1

2

3

4

5

5+

3934

900

1404

810

546

159

115

The analysis of the houses built in the 60s in the Can Serra and Bellvitge
neighborhoods turns out that it does not respond to current demand,
does not comply with regulations and is not sustainable through the
project. That is why the transformation in 3 phases is proposed to achieve
self-sustainable housing, with universal vertical and horizontal access and
collective use housing units if necessary.
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sustainability | FLEXIBLE LAYOUT

RE-USAR

idea 1 Collectivization

idea 2 Explotación

unidades
de vivienda

cocinas
compartidas

cocinas
de uso común

estándar optimizado

VIVIENDA

estándar

CAN-SERRA_92

baños
de uso común

ESTRATÉGIAS

zonas
húmedas

articulación de
los patios

<<<<<<<<<<<<

+

<<<<<<<<<<<<

+

<<<<<<<<<<<<

E

<<<<<<<<<<<<

E

2017

ETAPA 1

ETAPA 2

ETAPA 3*

BARRIO

BLOQUE

+ E ediﬁcio autosuﬁciente
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+

ESTRATÉGIAS

RE-USAR

CAN-SERRA_92

Estratégia de intervención ﬁnal

BLOQUE
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sustainability | CUBE-HOUSE

05 CUBE-house

CASA CUBE is a modular and ecological house prototype. In addition
being a way that helps to build faster and cheaper, it also allows to build in
diﬀerent phases. You can ﬁrst build a surface and later add spaces, such
as extra rooms.
As the energy goal it was important to maintain a stable comfort
temperature inside the building, prevent heat loss in winter, and
overheating in summer.
That is why in Design (distribution of spaces and volumetric design) they
are essential : the orientation that allows solar collection and ventilation,
the climate to carry out protection against the environment.
At the same time the Construction is essential for the envelope (high
thermal mass and insulation). In the Installations, low consumption and
high performance installations are essential.
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Workshop | FOOD IN THE CITY

06 FOOD
in the City
Teamwork

If we look at the city through an eating, human's basic cultural activity, we
could found that its role in the organization of space is so important that it
can activate any territory.
Here we have a two squares and one peatonal street that actually are in
disuse. The central theme of this project is to understand what spatial
uses and transformations can be caused by food; what urban changes the
supply of food generates; which spaces consumption organizes; and
ﬁnally, what eﬀects food produces in the city and at home.
After the short analysis of the main components of any activity (people,
time, existing facilites and demand), we could recognize that the best way
to activate this place through food is to open one of the blind walls of the
market that goes out to the pedestrian street to meet the demand at the
time.
Another proposal is about multipurpose urban furniture that could be
used to appropriate the street as required (street kitchen included).
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¡ buen
provecho !

Author : Arturo Faubla Toala
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Workshop | FOOD IN THE CITY
ingredientes | CONSUMIDORES
Catálogo de consumidores 8h | 13h | 18h
festivos 12-22h

estudiante
8h | 17h
festivos 10-18h

trabajador . clase media

7-10h | 13-15h
20-22h

adulto + niño
elaboración | PL. FREDERIC SOLER
Utensilios posibles
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8h | 14h
17-20h

adulto + perro

trabajador . clase alta
10-12h
16-17h

jubilado

emplatado | PL. F SOLER + PL. J FOLGUERA
Disposición de los consumidores

espacio de tránsito

espacio de permanencia

emplatado | PL. F SOLER + PL. J FOLGUERA
Disposición de los consumidores (ferias)

espacio de tránsito

espacio de permanencia
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Workshop | REVISED HISTORY

07 REvised history
Teamwork, July 2012

RESEARCH SIMULATOR I:
ZARADYE. MAPPING THE VOID
Research and working out of a real city project are conception of the
development of ZARADYE, revised in the historical context.
What would be if ..? If all of the most ambitious projects of the past and
the future would be realized without destroying the existing way of life of
the citizens!
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Workshop | REVISED HISTORY

Virtual TimeLine
with Powerful Milestones
1 ‒ Port
11 century - there is a major port on the Moskva River embankment to the

east from the Kremlin, which contribute increase of trade relationships
with foreigners. Street, that connects the Kremlin and the port (nowadays
Mokrinsky Lane) becomes the main shopping commercial street of the
city.

2 ‒ Trade Lines
12 Century - classes of merchants and traders are growing. As a

consequence, it increases the territory they occupied. It forms new
neighborhoods and streets with bigger houses on Varvarka street and
smaller houses on Morkinsky lane.

3 ‒ Kitai-Gorodskaya wall
16th Century - Moscow is developing and growing. Walls are built around
the Kitai-Gorod. Zaryadie “closes” within the walls and continue developing
in itself. Zaryadie get commercial and residential functions.

4 ‒ Romanovʼs House
17th Centuty. Romanov chambers on Varvarka street are built. In 1613 the
ﬁrst of the Romanov becomes a tsar. The area is totally built up and has
maximum density. Zaryadye becomes an attractive place for nobility and
privileged classes.

5 ‒ Central Railway Station
The social order changes after cancel of serfdom. The urban population is
growing, industry is evolving. Railway appears in this period. The project of
construction of Central Railway Station between Saints Basil Cathedral and
Moscow river is approved in 1902 and ﬁnished in 1910. Elevated Metro
passes through the station, trams are going on the ground level.
Moskvoretsky bridge is reconstructed to the railway bridge.
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6 ‒ The House-boat
Speciﬁc environment of the area is formed by construction and

development of major transport hub. Zaryadie loses its appeal to middle
class. Poor people begin to dominate. Cheap apartment houses are being
built. The most famous of them - the house-boat, the 1906 year-project.
Zaryadye becomes a separated slumʼs quarter.

7 ‒ NarkomTyazhProm
1924 year. The Soviet government made a willful decision to clear the

Zaryadie form poor and to form a new symbol of the Soviet Empire on its
territory for tourists and guests of the capital, embodying Soviet grandeur

in the architectural style. All relevant ministries and administrative
buildings is being built in the Zaryadie, which becomes an administrative
center of Moscow, when Kremlin becomes a public garden and historical
museum.

8 ‒ Palace of Soviets
On the proposal of Stalin in 1947 the Council of Ministers of the USSR
adopted the Resolution «On construction of a Moscow high-rise buildings».
In this project, the architect have been described plans for the
construction of eight high-rise buildings. It was assumed that the number
of buildings symbolize the 800 anniversary of Moscow (celebrated
in1947). One of the buildings, the "Palace of Soviets" was built at Zaryadie.
The building becomes a symbol of power of the Soviet empire. Lenin's
body was moved from the mausoleum to the top of the Palace of the
Soviets.

9 ‒ Public Park
Nowadays. According to the perestroyka, the architect of Moscow topped
nude sculpture of Nadezhda Krupskaya, as a symbol of mindʼs strength
not only of Soviet leaders, but of simple Russian woman together with
Lenin sculpture in the roof of Palace of Soviets. Top peak of Palace of
Soviets organized as the observation platform from which you can see the
aerial view of the city. City government decided to create public garden on
the available territory to improve city space and organize interaction
between Zaryadie buildings. Trade lines are updated, and removed to the
ground. Advertising banners are moved above the city.
Author : Anastasiya Denisova
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Share what you Love

| volunteering |
CALAS
48hOH

volunteering work | CALAS
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CALAS
2017/ 2018/ 2019 - Child monitor

Building in the Room is an association formed by
professionals from various ﬁelds who have a common
interest in the world of architecture and education,
which organizes an annual free architecture workshop
for boys and girls aged 7 and 12 years.
It is the only one in Barcelona aimed at 600 children, in
which more than 200 architects, artists, educators and
other professionals collaborate who work voluntarily so
that children can build the thematic model of each year.
. With the aim of bringing architecture closer to children
in a creative and playful way, giving them tools to
behave as future responsible users of their
environment.
On the other hand, direct contact with children can be a
great source of inspiration for architects or any
creative person.
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volunteering work | 48hOH
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48hOH
2018 - Guide

Silk house at Gothic, Barcelona

2019 - Proxi (responsible for operation)
Weather Station at Villa Olimpica
Bici Hub at Poble Nou

PMMT ̲Forward Thinking Healthcare Architecture
oﬃce at Poble Nou
Tiger Lab oﬃce at Poble Nou

Vapor Llull Habitatge at Poble Nou

48h Open House is the biggest architecture festival
when in the buildings of all types, shapes and sizes the
doors are open. It works for the familiarization of
people with the good architecture, town planning,
history and design.
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Be yourself
Fall in love with some activity, and do it!
Nobody ever ﬁgures out what life is all about,
and it doesnʼt matter.

Explore the world
Nearly everything is really interesting
if you go into it deeply enough.
Work as hard and as much as you want to
on the things you like to do the best.
Donʼt think about what you want to be,
but what you want to do.

Richard P. Feynman, playing bongo
physicist, Nobel Laureate
and playful person

| U | urbanism
| A | architecture
| D | design

WORK

2007

STUDIES

SKILLS
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2008
2009

HAND
drawing

2010

AutoCad

2011

QGIS

2012
2012̲JUN - JUL ̲junior architect

BARCELONA

MOSCOW

PARIS

VALERIIA

| U+A+D | Wilmotte & Associés Architectes

2012̲ABR - MAY ̲junior architect

| U+A | Sergey Tkachenko Architectural Studio

2008̲JUN - AUG ̲junior architect

KUZNETSOVA
| Architect

| U+A | MOSPROJECT 4 - Institute of Research and Design
of the Culture, Recreation, Sports and Health Facilities of Moscow

about | CV

2013

Moscow Architectural Institute (State Academy) (MARCHI)
Specialist in Architecture - Urbanism

ADOBE:
Photoshop
Illustrator
InDesign

2014
2015
2016
2017

Sustainable Intervention
in the Built Environment

UPC ETSAV
MISMec

Design
Builder

2018

Certiﬁcate of
competence

Buildings
energy eﬃciency

2019̲MAR - act. ̲architect

| A | Jordi Miró Arquitectura Sostenible

2018̲OCT - DEC ̲architect

| A | EcoLab Can Nova

2015̲MAY - 2016̲MAY ̲architect

| A+D | OSSNova

2015̲APR - 2016̲MAR ̲architect project lead

MOSCOW

BARCELONA

MOSCOW

BARCELONA

| URB | Research Institute of Urban and System Design

2014̲FEB - 2015̲MAR ̲architect

| A+D | Ricardo Boﬁll Taller de Arquitectura

2013̲NOV - 2014̲JAN ̲architect

| URB | Institute of GenPlan of Moscow

2013̲JUN - SEP ̲junior architect

| A+D | Ricardo Boﬁll Taller de Arquitectura

русский
native
[ russian ]

español
ﬂuent
[ spanish ]

speaking writing
[ catalan ]

català

speaking writing

english

| A+D | collaboration with IQR/Princeps
2013̲OCT - 2018̲DEC ̲architect and designer

2019
2020

homologation foreign title
Architect

UPC ETSAV
GArq

CE3X
HULC
DIALux
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maybe there are
another coincidences ?

2020
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